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Dear Mr. Hayden, 

c.c. Carmel Edwards, Programme Officer; 

c.c. Cllr. Michael Stokes, Leader; Cllr. Heather Timms, Cabinet Member; Adam Norburn, Executive 

Director and Rob Back, Head of Growth and Investment at Rugby Borough Council. 

PUBLIC EXAMINATION OF RUGBY BC’s new LOCAL PLAN 2011-2031 

A: CONTEXT AND BACKGROUND 

1) The Coventry and Warwickshire Chamber of Commerce is pleased to be able to continue to 

contribute to the evolution of Rugby BC’s new Local Plan. 

2) For the reasons summarised below (and on the basis of the 3 Chamber documents already 

submitted relating to Rugby’s Plan as referred to in this letter) the C&W Chamber of 

Commerce would wish this letter to form part of the matters to be considered in the 

forthcoming Public Examination process and the Chamber would ask you to allow 

the Chamber to present its concerns at the (appropriate) Public Hearings. We would 

be advised by you which are the most appropriate Hearings to attend. 

3) In submitting this letter, which covers several –rather than only one element of your 

“Matters, Issues and Questions” paper- we’ve sought to pull the response to the 

many issues together into one response, rather than “segment” them into many 

different responses. Your Guidance Note says that “Hearing statements….should be 

a maximum of 3,000 words for each issue”.  At just over 5,000 words we’d hope you 

would acknowledge that we’ve tried to respond to your guidance in a practical way.  

4) The C&W Chamber of Commerce has promoted and represented the interests of 

business and our sub-regional economy for over 130 years. The Chamber recognises 

its responsibilities to work – in a positive and proactive way- with all other 

“partners” who have a contribution to make to C&W’s future and meeting the 

changing needs of both our growing population and ever-diversifying economic and 

employment base. 

5) That’s why we see our involvement in the strategic Local Plans of our Planning 

Authorities as of such importance. “Their” Plans are actually “Our” Plans…since they 

guide and direct some key aspects of our collective future. 

6) The Chamber is grateful for your 5th December letter (from your Programme Officer, 

Carmel Edwards) setting out the process and key issues to be addressed in the 

forthcoming Hearings. 

7) Whilst our earlier Submissions have been very broad in their scope, in this letter we 

are focussing upon issues which we believe are (particularly) relevant to Items 1a 

1(c);  2a1i;  2b (1 and 2 especially 2b (2b));  3a (1f);  and 3b as a whole in terms of the 

questions asked (in your Planning Inspector’s Stage 1 Hearings: Matters, Issues and 
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Questions paper). We would ask you to consider the 3 previous documents that the 

Chamber has submitted (see paragraph 12 below) as information and more detailed 

argument for the issues raised in this summary paper. You may consider that the 

Chamber’s letter and our previous Submissions also need to be considered under the 

other aspects of your Matters: Issues and Questions paper. We will take your 

guidance on that and would do all we can to respond and help you in your work. 

8) Whist this Chamber letter relates primarily to the Ansty/Walsgrave Hill Farm area-

because of the strategic importance of Rugby’s dramatically-changed proposals for 

this whole area- we also comment and make proposals for the other key 

employment site in Rugby’s administrative area but near Coventry i.e. Ryton, as well 

as the other key questions you-as Planning Inspector-have raised.  

9) The Chamber has had on-going engagement with Rugby’s Planning Officers –both as 

part of sub-regional and individual LA discussions- over the last 4 to 5 years. The 

Chamber has always considered Rugby BC to be one of our more proactive and 

positive Local Authorities in terms of strategic planning, growth and the role of the 

economy in our collective future. Whilst we have continued to have concerns about 

the scale of new planned employment land, the Chamber has publically registered its 

broad support for Rugby’s evolving new Local Plan as it was developed. The Chamber 

has also sought to ensure that the (new) Local Plan was an important item for on-

going consideration at our regular Local Branch Chamber meetings and in the 

meetings we have with our local MP’s. 

10) It’s in this context that the recent dramatic “volte face” that Rugby has proposed in 

the final (Modifications) draft of their new Local Plan (relating to their previous 

ambitious proposals for the Ansty/Walsgrave Hill Farm area) that gives us so much 

cause for concern. We believe that this very late and unjustified decision now 

undermines the credibility of Rugby’s new Plan, challenges whether it meets the 

requirements relating to all new Local Plans ( as specifically highlighted in your 

Stage 1 Hearings paper) and “flies in the face” of the sub-regional MOU’s on 

housing and employment land. We feel that the overall credibility and 

“soundness” of Rugby’s new Plan is being significantly undermined and key 

questions raised by you ( particularly the ones identified in paragraph 7 above) 

seek to see if this significant change “stands up to the scrutiny of common sense”.   

11) In the dictionary “Volte Face” is explained as “an act of turning round so as to face in 

the opposite direction” or “an abrupt and complete reversal of attitude, opinion or 

position”. In terms of what is (not now) proposed for the Ansty/Walsgrave Hill Farm 

area, we believe that Rugby proposals clearly meet the 2 definitions above….AND 

THE CHAMBER CAN NIETHER UNDERSTAND NOR SUPPORT WHY THINGS HAVE 

CHANGED SO RADICALLY…AND WITH SUCH MONUMENTAL IMPACT (that we 

summarise below). 
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12) The 3 specific submissions/letters/communications that the Chamber has produced 

that most particularly relate to  and underpin this letter are: 

A) Document 1: Response of 4th January, 2017 to Rugby BC’s September, 2016 

Consultation draft of their Local Plan 2011 to 2031, 

B) Document 2: Letter to relevant leading Members and Officers of Rugby BC ( of         

24th May, 2017) raising our major concerns about the dramatic change now being 

proposed by Rugby BC relating to Ansty/Walsgrave Hill Farm, etc. and, 

 C) Document 3: “Go for Growth: Land for Jobs”, a “call to action” on Employment 

Land across the Sub-Region, but with specific reference to Ansty and Ryton Business 

Parks in Rugby. The information, data, arguments and proposals in this Document 

were circulated in Executive Summary and detailed Briefing Paper form. 

 

13) Documents 1 and 2 are specific to Rugby and relate primarily to Ansty/Walsgrave Hill 

Farm. Document 3 relates to the sub-regional issue of the inadequate planned level 

of new employment land, but Ansty and Ryton figure highly in this document. Within 

the totality of this document the Executive Summary and section B. paragraph 15 to 

26 refer specifically to Ansty/Walsgrave Hill Farm and B. paragraphs 27 and 28 refer 

specifically to Ryton Business Park.  

14) Documents 1 and 3 were widely circulated and communicated to all the key 

“decision makers” in the sub-region and region, with Document 3 also going to 

relevant Government Ministers, national business groups, etc. 

15) We are pleased that the Planning Inspector’s ( 5th December ) circulated paper, 

giving guidance about the process and specific issues to be addressed at the 

forthcoming Public Examination, seems to be constructed to address the key 

planning issues underlining the questions and concerns the Chamber has specifically 

raised. 

16) To avoid any (later) ambiguity or misunderstanding the Chamber would specifically 

wish to be formally advised that the Planning Inspector and Programme Officer have 

already been provided with, have seen and have retained copies of these 3 

documents, since much of what is summarised below is detailed and needs to be 

cross-referenced to these documents AND –with the process of time- Document 3 

contains a more up-to-date assessment of the situation. The Chamber would be 

more than happy to supply these documents again (or if appropriate make them 

attachments to this letter so that they are available to all those with an interest in 

Rugby’s Local Plan). We seek your guidance in this regard (but because of the 

Xmas/New Year holidays may not be able to provide them to you immediately).  
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17) We would ask that the Planning Inspector specifically considers these 3 documents 

since they give more “substance”, information, data and justification to the 

Chamber’s arguments summarised in this letter. 

18) Even after Document 3 was circulated an important and very relevant 

announcement was made about the redevelopment for employment of major parts 

of the Rolls Royce Ansty site. Whist this announcement was warmly greeted by the 

Chamber, since the redevelopment of this existing-but-largely-redundant and 

underused  brownfield employment site was always anticipated and promoted, the 

speed by which this site is likely to be filled by companies desperate to expand or 

come into this area, just reinforces the Chamber’s concern about the grossly 

inadequate supply of planned new employment land…..and the easy enlargement of 

key, existing and successful sites such as Ansty and Ryton becomes even more 

important.  

19) It is also interesting to note that whilst the Rolls Royce site is considered 

“brownfield” and its redevelopment has been positively welcomed by Rugby BC, it 

is still within Greenbelt designation…..which we’ll see later is the only reason 

Rugby BC can now put forward as a justification for reversing their previous 

proposals for Ansty/Walsgrave Hill Farm.       

 

B: ANSTY/WALSGRAVE HILL FARM/ROLLS ROYCE/UHCW AND THE WIDER COOMBE AREA 

1) It’s clear that the strategic location, existing and possible “key players” who already 

or would want to operate in this area, as well as the existing and planned major 

highways infrastructure (of the M6/M69/A46 and the Ansty R&D Business Park) 

must have an enormous influence upon the propositions and proposals for the 

whole of this area on the north-east edge of Coventry. The overall site –as became 

clear in Rugby’s initial draft Local Plan proposals-could also make a major 

contribution to the objectives of the Housing and Employment Land MOU’s. 

2) In the past Regional Spatial Strategy, the Ansty site was considered to be of Regional 

Economic Significance and its development planned accordingly. Original plans were 

for it to be developed as Marconi’s new World R&D Headquarters, and much hope 

was placed on the interaction that could be achieved between the work of Marconi 

and the (new) University Hospital. When Marconi’s fate made their aspirations 

unachievable, the “Rubicon had already been crossed” in terms of how this 

strategically-important site could continue to be developed for a nationally as well as 

regionally significant applied R&D “hub”. And so Ansty was born! 

3) Its success – and speed of progress- has exceeded expectations, but the real 

potential of the site has only just begun. 
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4) The Ansty site was always planned to grow…as is evidenced by the significant and 

very-costly road infrastructure that was put in. It’s clear from both aerial shots and 

at-ground travel around the site that the siting of the main spine road, the location 

of its “distributor” roundabouts and the “blind spurs” on these roundabouts, all 

demonstrate that this was a development that was “future-proofed” for extension 

and enlargement on a step-by-step basis. Indeed the original Marconi proposals had 

a large “looped” spine road that connected with the A46 (and the Hospital) at both 

north and south of the overall (enlarged) site, east of the A46. This is what is again 

proposed by the development proposals the Chamber has seen, to open up and 

service the overall area. ( And paragraph C.4 below shows that Rugby’s new Plan 

does indeed propose an extension of Ansty….but on a very limited and 

unnecessarily-restricted basis that doesn’t respond to the reality of the situation that 

now faces us ( as summarised in section C)). The “enlargement” that Rugby 

proposed has already been developed out in recent years leaving a very successful 

site now totally constrained and its clear aspirations at its inception now thwarted!  

5) This becomes even more of a problem in terms of the emerging WMCA/West 

Midlands Land Commission proposals for strategically-determined  Regional 

Economic Corridors, one of which is proposed to be designated on an arc from the 

north-west, down the west and then sweeping along the south of Coventry,  

(embracing a bigger Ansty/Rolls Royce, Ryton, C&W Gateway and round the south of 

Coventry to the University of Warwick and then along the HS2 line to connect to the 

planned “hub” at the new Gateway Station/NEC/Birmingham Airport). Ansty and 

Ryton are clearly part of a “much bigger picture” that Rugby’s new Plan must 

recognise and respond to!  

6) At the very early stage of the promotion of the ideas for the Ansty R&D Business 

Park ( post Marconi), overtures were made to Rolls Royce to seek their involvement 

in the opening-up and improved infrastructure that the new Ansty R&D business 

Park would need. 

7) At that point in time Rolls Royce Ansty was predominantly focussed upon sensitive 

and confidential military contracts, and their “relatively secluded” yet badly-

accessed site suited their purposes. They declared that they wished to remain 

“detached” and “isolated” from what was planned to be developed directly adjacent 

to them. Understandably Rolls Royce were also not keen to be drawn into - what 

would turn out to be - significant funding for this new infrastructure!    

8) Nevertheless the overall plans for the (major) on-site and off-site highways 

infrastructure made very clear provision for both a step-by-step expansion of the 

new Business Park AND an (ultimate) through connection to the Rolls Royce site and 

Coombe Fields Road to Coombe Countryside Park.     
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9) The Chamber has been a proactive promoter of the hugely-important ( and now  detailed) 

proposals that emerged for the new “Model” village at Walsgrave Hill Farm, offering –as it 

does-the clear potential – indeed the requirement- to make this an area where a real, 

high-quality mixed-use development could be created that –by its location and size- could 

be a “game-changer” for the whole sub-region. 

10) Whilst the Chamber was positively and very-publically supportive of the key issues 

addressed in Rugby’s early draft consultation Plans , the dramatic changes to the well-

thought-through, imaginatively-constructed and well-consulted-upon proposals for the 

Ansty/Walsgrave Hill Farm area have- and continue to give us-major concerns. 

11) It now seems that all that could be achieved at this strategic location is to be lost…but 

why? 

12) What is more and more apparent is that – for the whole C&W sub-region – the opportunities 

and proposals developed for the Ansty/Rolls Royce/Walsgrave Hill Farm/UHCW/Coombe 

area present us all –collectively- with an unique and strategic opportunity to masterplan a 

cross-boundary and truly mixed-use “model” development.  

13) There is no location or development opportunity elsewhere in the sub-region ( or even 

region) that can bring together –creatively and sensitively- major new and multi-opportunity 

employment, the scale and diversity of new housing within a new community, directly 

adjacent and connected to a major University and Teaching hospital and to a quickly growing 

city in much need of new houses and jobs,  some of the best historic and “green” 

environment that Britain can offer ….and all of this sited at the centre of our motorway 

network,  serviced  by infrastructure already in situ or already planned. 

14) BUT NOW – AND FOR REASONS THE CHAMBER CANNOT UNDERSTAND OR ACCEPT – ALL 

OF THESE OPPORTUNITIES ARE BEING CAST ASIDE! 

15) WHAT HAS CHANGED??? 

16) Rugby BC has now concluded that – since the Walsgrave Hill Farm and any extension to 

Ansty R&D Business Park-is in designated Greenbelt- it cannot proceed with the ( strategic, 

well-thought-through and well-justified) ambitious plans it had for this area, and must 

instead- and contrary to the clear intent of the Housing MOU agreement- “transfer” the 

c.1,500 new homes ( that were in Rugby’s boundary within the overall 2,400 new homes for 

the Walsgrave Hill Farm on both sides of the A46) to Lodge Farm, some 15 miles away, 

remote both from Coventry and its housing needs and even Rugby Town Centre! IS THIS 

REALLY THE RIGHT PLACE FOR SUSTAINABLE HOUSING AND ECONOMIC GROWTH? 

17) With the recent ( and always anticipated) welcome news about the redevelopment of 

major parts of the Rolls Royce Ansty site, Rugby’s original ambitious plans for this area 

become even more important. 

18) Rugby BC’s new Local Plan –until very recently-had very proactively addressed the issue of 

Greenbelt land release and development. Their consultation draft Plan had presented and 

proven the case for “Exceptional Circumstances” – as required by National Planning 

Guidelines- and the release of the land in question had been examined by them in exactly 

the same way that other Greenbelt-designated land within Coventry, Warwick and (soon to 
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be examined in )Nuneaton and Bedworth, had to be considered and the release from 

Greenbelt justified. In Document 3 “Go for Growth: Land for Jobs”, page 12, paragraphs B. 

18 to 21 , the Chamber has summarised how Rugby satisfied itself that “exceptional 

circumstances” could be proved. So we ask again…WHAT HAS CHANGED? 

19) In very recent times, the Planning Inspectors for both Coventry and Warwick have been 

satisfied that the “Exceptional Circumstances” case has been met for (much larger) tranches 

of Greenbelt land in their administrative areas. Coventry’s very recently-approved and 

adopted Local Plan redesignates some 700 ha. of Greenbelt land. In similar terms  Warwick 

DC’s approved and adopted new Local Plan redesignates some 310 ha.of Greenbelt land. At 

this point in time the N&B draft Local Plan identifies some 329 ha. for redesignation. 

20) As an important precursor to the collective preparation for all the 6 sub-regional new Plans, 

a sub-regional assessment of the quality and relative importance of all our greenbelt land 

(that might be possibly considered for redesignation in terms of the new Local Plans that 

would emerge) was carried out and this gave guidance in terms of this sensitive issue. It’s 

clear to the Chamber that (what was until very recently) Greenbelt land at locations such as 

Eastern Green, Kingshill, Westwood Heath, etc. are of a much higher “quality” as Greenbelt 

than the land at Ansty, which is already dominated by major motorway and strategic trunk 

roads, already home to a thriving R&D Business Park, and between our sub-regional and 

University Hospital and an historic large and largely-underutilised jet engine plant. 

“Exceptional Circumstances” were argued and proved on these other sites, had been argued 

to Rugby’s satisfaction in their earlier Consultation drafts of their new Local Plan on this 

site…but Rugby are now disputing their own…and thereby others…arguments about 

Greenbelt redesignation!  

21) Rugby BC had been following the same route-and justifications- that has been critically 

examined and accepted in adjacent Local Authorities….so why the abrupt “change of 

direction” by Rugby BC…that didn’t even get unanimous support within the Controlling 

Group of Rugby Council when the Modifications Final Draft Plan was agreed for final 

consultation? 

22) Whilst all development of historic Greenbelt land will be controversial and ( rightly) subject 

to detailed scrutiny and justification, the Ansty/Walsgrave Hill Farm/Rolls 

Royce/UHCW/Coombe area stands out “heads-and-shoulders” above all the other ex-

Greenbelt sites ( e.g. Keresley and Eastern Green in Coventry; C&W Gateway , Kingshill and 

Westwood Heath in Warwick DC ) in terms of the unique opportunities it brings to create a 

truly mixed-use “model village”, at a strategic and already serviced location, set between our 

University Hospital and a nationally-recognised Countryside Park. 

23) Whilst all the other “redesignated” sites  are important, the Ansty/Walsgrave Hill Farm site is 

the only that offers so much opportunity. Rugby recognised this and their new Local Plan 

positively promoted what is summarised above, dealing very clearly and overtly with the 

Greenbelt issue. That is why it is so difficult to understand why there has been a “Volte 

Face” at this late stage. 

24) This is why the Chamber believes we can’t just look at what the (original) Rugby Plan 

offered. We must – more importantly- now look at the major challenges and loss of 
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opportunities that the final modified Rugby Plan – at- a- stroke – now presents. These are 

summarised below: 

 

a) A fundamental challenge to both the Housing and Employment Land MOU’s that – 

until now – Rugby had been an active promoter of. The MOU’s don’t just acknowledge 

and agree that Coventry can’t meets its own unmet needs within its own administrative 

boundaries and that therefore all other Warwickshire LA’s must help-especially those 

most adjacent to Coventry- BUT ALSO that their contributions to help meet Coventry’s 

needs should –as far as possible and practical- be at locations which are cross-boundary, 

adjacent or as close as possible to Coventry for obvious and common sense reasons. 

Rugby’s new Local Plan clearly did this…until the Modifications draft so significantly 

changed this…AND FOR NO NEW OR COMPELLING REASON. Rugby’s modified new Local 

Plan clearly does not meet the MOU objectives and requirements. With such dramatic 

changes at this very late stage, is the Duty to Cooperate obligation , which is a 

fundamental part of making the new Plan “Sound”, still met? 

b) Rugby’s “change of heart” may also undermine the economics of the 900+ new homes 

always planned on the west side of the A46 within Coventry. Housing development on 

this site has long been promoted by the City Council but the scale of infrastructure and 

flood plain work needed to adequately open up the site and provide a long-sought “blue 

light” access to the Hospital could not be “carried” by this size of development alone. 

The new “Model Village” proposals and the extension of Ansty R&D Business Park – 

because of their size and the significant added value they would create-could and will be 

able to do this …as well as making a sizeable contribution to the essential  connector 

roads to the major A46 upgrading works in Highways England’s Regional 

Programmes….the original planned timing of which is already being prejudiced by 

Rugby’s “change of heart”. By “moving” 1,500 new houses planned to meet Coventry’s 

unmet need  15 miles away from Coventry and by undermining the delivery of a further 

900 house within Coventry’s boundaries, this recent change in Rugby’s new Local Plan 

could also undermine the very-recently-approved new Local Plans for Coventry and 

Warwick and put even more pressure upon N&B’s emerging Plan. 

c) Highways England had advised in writing that they recognised that the “advanced 

works” on each side of the A46 that had been proposed by the (overall) site 

developers are of such significance and benefit to them that they were prepared to 

help finance these works £-for-£ with the developer, because they knew that such 

works could be carried out quickly ( within 18 months of Planning Approval being 

received), would significantly reduce the impact of (their own later) major up-grading 

work to the A46 at this location, and would be works that Highways England themselves 

would have to carry out and fully-fund if contributions from elsewhere couldn’t be 

generated.  

d) The Chamber is now advised- that directly as a consequence of Rugby’s dramatic “volte 

face”- Highways England are now saying that their overall works ( on and off the A46) to 

replace the existing Coombe/Walsgrave/Clifford Bridge Road roundabout, should now 
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be pushed back much later in their medium-term planning period. This could mean that 

the long-awaited “blue light” access to our sub-regional Hospital and regional “centre 

of specialist services”  could now be 10 years away…rather than 18 months! 

e) The originally-planned c. 2,400 new homes  directly adjacent to Coventry and between 

UHCW and major new employment opportunities , could offer a broad span and scope 

of housing that would meet the ( often very different) needs of those people and 

families that would be attracted to this area because of the quality of offer and 

environment in and around the new “Model  Village”. This scale and diversity of 

housing offer would be of particular benefit to UHCW in terms of the attraction and 

retention of skilled but often not-well-rewarded NHS and other staff so essential to 

the key medical services required by both Coventry and the whole sub-region.  

f) In creating Ansty R&D Business Park on a site of Regional Economic Significance, 

Advantage West Midlands (the then Regional Development Agency) and the relevant 

Local Authorities always anticipated that – if successful- Ansty would grow. This is 

evidenced by the scale, nature and cost of the highways infrastructure that now exists 

on and adjacent to the site. Ansty has been hugely successful, but its true potential 

…that was always recognised…is now to be thwarted if its enlargement is now 

stopped…and that is what Rugby’s modified new Plan most effectively does. 

25) For all these reasons the C&W Chamber of Commerce is registering its objections to the 

“volte face” changes relating to the overall Ansty/Walsgrave Hill Farm area in the (modified) 

new Rugby Local Plan. 

C: EMPLOYMENT LAND; ANSTY AND RYTON 

1) Over the last 3 to 4 years the Chamber has argued that the planned new Employment Land 

targets for our sub-region are grossly inadequate. Document 3 (referred to above) gives a 

significant amount of information to justify and support the Chamber’s arguments. In recent 

months the validity of the Chamber’s concerns have been recognised by the Sub-Region’s 

Political Leaders Group and new work is progressing to review the sub-region’s needs and 

plans for new employment land in the light of today’s and tomorrow’s realities not 

yesterday’s projections. This letter can’t simply repeat all the arguments and data that the 

many Chamber documents  have presented, but we would again ask that –through this 

letter- the Planning Inspector and the Public Examination Hearings should give sufficient 

regard and consideration to these matters. 

2) What is clear to us is that ( understandably) our Local Authorities have been reticent…at this 

advanced stage of development of their (respective) new Local Plans….to re-open the overall 

planning target for new employment land ( of 714 ha. for the sub-region) because they 

feared that an increase in the employment land targets could only be delivered if housing 

needs were “re-opened” again. The Chamber has consistently argued that this is not the 

case. We have been advised that all Planning Authorities must have an on-going regard to 

the real needs of their area, especially in terms of housing and employment needs, but that 

housing does not have to be automatically increased if employment land is…as long as clear 

justification for this is given…and that a review and increase in employment land can be 
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carried out outside the formal review or creation of new Local Plans…but clearly the best 

place and time to determine and agree realistic employment land requirements is during a 

formal review/creation of a new Local Plan. There is still time for Rugby to do this for Ansty 

and Ryton or – at worst-“safeguard” land for expansion at these sites ( as the Chamber has 

proposed as an appropriate “mechanism” to all Local Authorities  and indeed Warwick DC 

has done re. land south of Coventry in its recently approved and adopted new Local Plan. At 

a very late stage in its new Local Plan process, Rugby introduced a (detrimental) radical 

change to what had been consistently proposed (for Ansty/Walsgrave Hill Farm). The 

Chamber believes it is not too late for them to make positive amendments to their Plan to 

significantly enlarge the successful Business Parks at Ansty and Ryton and re-instate their 

ambitious proposals for Walsgrave Hill Farm and the new “Model Village”.   

3) Whilst the assessment of the housing and employment needs of each area and of any major 

proposal for big, new employment land will have to be considered on their own merits and 

in response to their own circumstances, guidance from the Planning Inspector at the recent 

East Midlands Gateway examination might be helpful. In what was consideration of a major 

new economic and employment proposal, the Inspector concluded ( in paragraphs 4.14.35 

and 36 of his report) “that overall we conclude that there would be significant benefits from 

the proposed development in terms of potential employment creation, whilst the impacts 

on housing demand, health and wellbeing would appear to be broadly neutral”. 

4) It is in that overall context that the Chamber has been in consultation with Rugby’s Planning 

Officers about the enlargement and extension of Ansty R&D Business Park for several years. 

As the 3 Documents ( referred to above)  show, the Chamber had originally been pleased to 

see that “extra” and “new” employment land was to be released at Ansty and Ryton. 

Unfortunately – upon questioning the figures-such “new” employment land…like a 

mirage….”evaporated”. We found that since the “new” land release related to the 20 years 

2011 to 2031, the real –as opposed to the projected-pace of economic growth and take-up 

of employment land meant that perhaps only 6 years into the Plan period nearly all the 

“new” land at Ansty and Ryton had already been developed. 

5) The ability to quickly and easily further extend Ansty Business Park is in no doubt. Whilst it is 

not the Chamber’s remit to specifically promote planning aspirations and applications by 

(often) different developers, to ensure that its case for Ansty was robust and secure, the 

Chamber has met with the proposed developer of the Walsgrave Hill Farm land. This 

developer is very well respected in this area, has a proven track record of delivery and the 

Chamber believes that- within the context of a cross-boundary masterplan for this whole 

area- the aspirations, objectives and priorities of the Chamber, the CWLEP and its sub-

regional Economic Strategy could and would be met if Rugby reconfirmed its previous 

proposals for the Ansty/Walsgrave Hill Farm area in its new Local Plan to 2031. What was 

proposed in the ambitious plans for this overall area can be delivered….and delivered 

quickly and effectively! 

6) In terms of Ryton, the Chamber’s previous responses to earlier drafts of Rugby’s new Local 

Plan all argued strongly for enlargement of this very successful, well-located and well-
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serviced site whose location helps it make a significant and positive contribution to 

Coventry’s unmet employment land needs. 

7) In Document 3 ( referred to at the beginning of this letter), paragraph B.28 demonstrates 

how the existing Ryton site ( which has been redeveloped over recent years after its 

dramatic demise as a long-established car manufacturing plant) could be significantly 

expanded, and a further significant allocation of new employment land quickly created. With 

Ansty, this would make a significant “inroad” into the now-accepted shortage of 

employment land. We are a sub-region with a challenge that many other areas of the 

country would love to have. Our economy is growing strongly and is fast “swallowing-up” 

the (inadequate) land we have set aside or allocated for employment and economic 

growth. 

8) The Chamber believes that as soon as the C&W Gateway site secures its final approval to 

proceed, this site- which is the only one now in the whole sub-region of sufficient size to 

take a major new inward investor or large-scale manufacturing plant-will quickly find itself 

“over-subscribed”. That’s why existing and successful sites –like Ansty and Ryton- that can 

quickly be expanded should now be embraced by Rugby’s new Local Plan. Rugby have 

demonstrated that – even very late in the Plan process- major ( detrimental) changes can be 

proposed. Why therefore can’t hugely-positive changes also be incorporated before Rugby’s 

new Local Plan is considered to be “sound” enough to be formally adopted. 

The Chamber would be very happy to respond to any questions that this letter (and the documents 

it refers to) may raise. We want to continue to be an “active player” and “proactive partner” in the 

creation and delivery of all our new Local Plans. We would ask to be invited to the forthcoming 

Public Examination of Rugby’s proposed new Local Plan, to be allowed to present our arguments and 

to help you- as our impartial and objective Planning Inspector- to ensure that whatever is the final, 

approved and adopted new Local Plan for Rugby that it helps deliver the positive and sustainable 

future we all want for the place we call home. 

Yours Sincerely 

 

Louise Bennett OBE DL 

CEO Coventry and Warwickshire Chamber of Commerce 

 

 

 


